Reversible Apron with Heart Shaped Pocket
Supplies
• 1 yard Valentine’s Day printed fabric (Pattern #14897-RG)
• 1 yard white-on-white printed fabric (Pattern #11736-W)
• Red thread to match
• Pinking Sheers
• Sewing Machine
• Iron
Directions

1. Make a template for the apron. Cut a piece of paper 26” x 16” and fold in half
lengthwise. Use a dinner plate or bowl to round off the bottom edges and cut
along the line.
2. Using the new pattern template cut 1 piece from printed fabric and cut a
second piece 1 from solid fabric.

3. Cut 3 strips of printed fabric 3.5” wide by the length of the print and stitch 2
strips together to create a longer piece. Cut 2 more strips of printed fabric
3.5” wide by 22.5” long and stitch to each end of remaining long strip. Fold in
half with wrong sides together and press flat.

4. Using a spare piece of printed and folded fabric cut out a large heart with
pinking sheers. Place heart on center of solid color fabric and use a zigzag
stitch to hold in place making sure to leave the top open to form a pocket.

5. Take the printed apron panel and place it right side up on your workstation.
Use the double long print strip, pin tucks at 1” intervals along the edge of the
apron making sure both pieces have the raw ends together. Baste stitch in
place. With right sides together pin apron panels and stitch leaving the top
raw edge open. Turn with right sides and frill facing out and press flat.

6. Sew gathering stitches along top raw edge.

7. Using the last long strip, unfold, match, and pin the center to the center of the
apron along the raw edges with right sides together. Gather the top of the
apron to fit within the two seams and pin so the seams are 2” past the frill.
Fold in unpinned sections and stitch entire length including that pinned to
conceal any raw edges.
8. Fold in raw edges on ends of ties and stitch.

9. Fold in top raw edge at ¼” and press. Fold band in half and top stitch over tie
parts of the band, and stitch in the ditch for band attached to apron. You may
also slip stitch entire band if preferred. Wear and Enjoy!

